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ABSTRACT 

Certain laboratory processes require low-powered radio-frequency 
heating with fine continuous control. A lightweight lew-pewereg induction 
heater which is capable of delivering about 20 watts of power into a load 
12 feet from the heater with fair efficiency was developed to aset this 
need. 

BrrtODUSTIQlf 
Induction heating is frequently used where it is necessary to heat 

aetals enclosed in a vacuus system, nere this operation is connected with 
certain cheaical processes, additional requirement* beyond those normally 
encountered in induction heating are frequently impoaed. In sose operations 
it is extremely desirable to have the heater and its controls, except for 
the work-coil, outside of the hood where the heating is being done. 3oas 
operations which involve precise control of temperature at low-power levels 
require fine control of power output. 
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The coaBerciaily available heaters of one-kilowatt and higher 
output ratings have certain disadvantages where conditions require low-power 
output, fine control, and isolation from the load. These disadvantages aret 

1. Low efficiency where the required power output is in the order of 
20 watts. 

2. Too coarse output control for the precise heating rates required. 
3. Lack of flexibility due to bulk and weight. 
4. Inconvenience due to cumbersome inefficient water-cooled transmission 

lines between heater and isolated work coil. 
To overooae these difficulties it was decided that a small low-

powered induction heater should be designed having the following character
istics t 

1* Sufficient power to provide the necessary heating. 
2. Fine and continuous control of the output power. 
3. Convenient and compact sise. 
4. Flexibility in location of heater to work coll. 

3B3?&ILEI? %mm 

Two aiaulated loads were prepared consisting of a 17-gram nickel 
cylinder, and a slightly smaller brass cylinder. Both of these loads had 
ohroael-aluael thermocouples attaehed to them. They were suspended in glass 
tubes evacuated to a pressure of 100 s». of mercury. 
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PreUadnary tests of the power required were sade by placing the 
loads in the tank coil of a ssaall Hartley oscillator. This oscillator 
using a single 607 tube provided adequate power. However, we were usable 
to find a satisfactory transmisaioa-line system to use with it for rcaote 
operation. 

To overseas the transmission line difficulties a eolpitts circuit 
was next tried. To provide for a asora efficient transmission system the 
heater-oecillator circuit is divided into two parts. The oscillator tube 
and power supply coaprise one unit. The combined work and tank coil, and 
the tank condensers sake up the other portion. These portions are ocnneeted 
together by two lengths of coaxial cable. Line losses are miniaised by such 
a system since only a portion of the circulating tank current has to flow 
through the coaxial transmission lines. These transmission lines also form 
a part of the voltage-dividing capacitances. The performance of this systes 
when using a single 807 tube in the oscillator was higher than was actually 
required, 

frost the standpoint of economy and size a lower-voltage power 
supply than that required for the 007 tube was desired. For this reason 
the SO? was replaced by two 6L6 tubes in parallel. This circuit had 
adeauate power even when the coaxial lines were 12 feet long. 

In the selection of the operating frequency for the heater, con
sideration saa made of the fact that it "flight be necessary to heat thin 
materials, A small platinum crucible vdth about 0.01 inch wall thickness 
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was chosen as the most difficult load to be considered. After consulting 
the data given on the radio-frequency heating of thin materials by Brown, 
Heyler, and Bierwirth a frequency of three megacycles per second was 
chosen. 

The complete circuit diagram of the final heater is shown in 
Figure 1, The power output is controlled by an external Variac in the 
primary of the high-voltage transformer. 

Figure 2 shows the complete unit consisting of the exciter unit, 
the tank circuit, and the interconnecting cables. In operation a Variac 
is connected to the rear of the exciter unit. The nickel load is shown 
inside an evacuated tube in position in the tank coil. On the lower part 
of the exciter panel are located the filament switch and pilot light, a 
ready light which indicates the dosing of a time-delay relay in the high-
voltage circuit, and a high-voltage switch and pilot light, arid-current 
and plate-current meters are provided to aid the operator and service nan. 

Figure 3 shows a close-up view of the tank circuit. The parts 
are mounted on a 3 1/2 by 7 inch piece of 3/16-inch Lucite, The tank coil 
is silverplated to reduce high-frequency losses. Uten the tank circuit is 
to be used in a corrosive atmosphere all the parts may be coated with 
Glyptal. 

RBSBLTS 
The results of tests and calculations on the output of the 

induction heater are as followst 
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The coupling efficiency for the nickel load was 40 per cent and 
for the brass load 10 per cent. These values were calculated from the 
material in the load and its spacing from the work coll using the methods 
developed by Brown, Royler, and Sierwirth.1 

The time required to heat the loads from room temperature to 150° 
was 74 seconds for the nickel load and 187 seconds for the brass load. 
These runs were made with the two-tube circuit and 12-foot lengths of 
coaxial cable connecting the tank boil to the exciter unit. 

The maximum power delivered to the nickel load (calculated from 
rate of temperature rise and radiation losses) was in the order of 20 watts. 
Shis value is probably conservative as no corrections were made for other 
losses. 

The 2Q-«att output represents an ever-all efficiency of about 20 
per cent and a plate circuit efficiency of about 33 per cent. Mo values 
of efficiency were determined on the Hartley circuit and transmission lines 
since the output power was too low to meet the requirements. However, a 
comparison can be made to the 10 per cent efficiency found with a five-
kilowatt induction heater using a 12-foot open line and close coupling to 
a steel load. 

The highest temperature reached with the nickel load was 300°. 
h higher temperature would probably have been reached if the Curie Point 
of the impure nickel load had not occurred at about 290s which reduced the 
curie efficiency. The change of the nickel load from a ferromagnetic 
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material to a paramagnetic material at the Curie Point resulted in a 
decrease of coupling efficiency. This low value for the Curie Point is 
probably due to small amounts of impurities in the nickel. 

Summarising, the low-powered induction heater is small and 
flexible, the work coil can be remotely located and still maintain a 
gratifying efficiency. 

FiSFBRaiCE 
1. amows, Hoyler, and Bierwirth, Radio-Frequency Heating, Van 

Hoatratid (1947). 
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